
Plate freezing solutions
Process automation and high productivity



Plate freezing solutions

At DGS we offer solutions for automating and optimizing the plate
freezing process. We develop machines and systems from loading,
unloading and packaging, to pallatizing, labelling and weighing the
frozen plates.

Lower labour costs
By automating or semi-automating the process, labour 
costs will be lower. DGS systems  contribute to your
efficient process with minimal costs.

Safe and easy to use
The plate freezing systems of DGS are user-friendly and
above all very safe. The risks of work-related accidents
are reduced by automating heavy manual handling of
frozen blocks.

Hygienic and low maintenance costs
The equipment and systems are easy to clean and
maintain in order to avoid cross contaminiation
between raw materials. 

Various possibilities
We offer multiple options to meet your needs.
Together we will look for the most efficient and
productive plate freezing process.

Beef 

Pork

Poultry

Vegetables

Vegetarian

Petfood
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Pump
When it comes to reducing waste, we
have developed various 
filling techniques for plate freezing
systems. Plate freezer pump 
filling is a technique which fills meat
emulsion into the moulds, with 
minimal waste.

Hopper
Filling of larger and crude products
which cannot be pumped is done by
the Hopper. The loading can be done
manually or automatically. The
hopper is a modular solution and
could serve as an extension to your
current process.

Loading



Automatic filling by fixed weight
This automatic filling solution has been developed to tip 
the Dolav, pallet or other container into the buffer tray. 
From this buffer tray, the meat is dosed and filled, until it 
reaches a prefixed weight, into the moulds of the vertical 
freezer. Using this technique, we can also carry out a final 
visual check and ensure the final weight has been achieved.
With our software, we ensure an even distribution, 
limiting give-away to a minimum. This allows us to protect 
margins in order to increase returns.



Unloading
We offer efficient unloading
devices which lift all blocks from
the plate freezer at the same
time. The devices are mounted
on an overhead crane that moves
blocks to stacking.

Easy to clean 

High capacity

Low need of maintenance

Safe to use 

Stainless steel

Advantages
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Detecting your product on metal
is a small but important part of
your process. DGS offers Metal
detection with an outpush
system, which guarantees the
quality of your product

Metal detection

Sawing

Packaging

By sawing the frozen blocks
in two or three parts, no
dividers are needed. This
results in less handling in the
freezer and more efficiency.

By means of our foil dispenser
we can place foil
intermediately between any
desired pallet layer. Our foil
unit moves along with the
height of the pallet and knows
the right format to cut off.



Naked

Packaged

With layers

Palletising
Due to the high level of hygiene, the palletising robot
can palletise both packed and bare products. Palletising
different products by the same robot therefore offers
great flexibility.



Labeling
For maximum flexibility

Strapping
Ensures maximum stability
and is possible over both the
length and the width of the
product

Weighing
As a final check

Labeling,
strapping 
and weighing



We ensure that your systems are maintained properly and
efficiently. Does a component need to be replaced? Then our
specialists have the right technical knowledge and skills to get
your operation up and running again quickly. In addition, you are
always assured of the latest updates and remote assistance in
the unlikely event of a failure. We support you in getting the
most out of the customized systems from DGS by offering
these and more services.

DGS service:
24/7 ready
In addition to the customized systems which facilitate your
foodprocessing, we also provide our services to experts in the
foodindustry. After all, a good system and optimized process is
one thing, but you want your processes to run smoothly at all
times and to continue to do so. That is why you can rely on the
expertise of our specialists.
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